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DNS Helper is a freeware Windows tool designed to allow you change DNS settings on the go. Besides being able to back up your very own DNS configuration, the application also comprises the default settings for the most popular DNS providers on the Internet, with dedicated
tools to enable them on the go. The minimal main window adopted a tabbed layout, so you can juggle between free DNS services and custom settings, while a restore feature makes sure you can revert to your original profile. DNS Helper supports Google DNS, OpenDNS,
Comodo DNS, DNS Advantage, Cisco Settings and ScrubIT, offering the standard settings for each of these services. The application also places an icon in the System Tray and it requires just a simple right-click to quickly switch to a free DNS service provider. DNS Helper is
indeed an effective tool and since everything’s so basic, it doesn’t slow down the computer at all. It’s important however to note that administrator privileges are needed to change DNS settings on Windows 7 workstations. As a conclusion, DNS Helper is one of the fastest ways
to jump from the standard DNS settings to a free DNS service provider configuration. Plus, it comprises the most popular DNS services on the Internet, while also offering backup and restore utilities to make sure you’re on the safe side all the time. DNS Helper (formerly Google
DNS Helper) Screenshots: Note: The lastest version of the Windows 10 (1607) fall update is scheduled for release on August 2nd, 2016. This is the build 1607 RTM (Release to Manufacturing). In this version of the Windows 10, Microsoft is trying to quickly get a public release of
the RTM build, however there is a possibility that some new issues will be discovered by Microsoft. Windows 10 build 1607 RTM is currently the build number 1607. It comes with build number 1589 which is also the latest cumulative patch for Windows 10 build 1511. Windows
10 build 1607 RTM is a second cumulative update after build 1607 which means that there are 2 cumulative updates for build 1607. This comes after the first cumulative update for build 1607 which was build 1607 RTM. ]]>
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DNS Helper is a freeware Windows tool designed to allow you change DNS settings on the go. Besides being able to back up your very own DNS configuration, the application also comprises the default settings for the most popular DNS providers on the Internet, with dedicated
tools to enable them on the go. The minimal main window adopted a tabbed layout, so you can juggle between free DNS services and custom settings, while a restore feature makes sure you can revert to your original profile. DNS Helper supports Google DNS, OpenDNS,
Comodo DNS, DNS Advantage, Cisco Settings and ScrubIT, offering the standard settings for each of these services. The application also places an icon in the System Tray and it requires just a simple right-click to quickly switch to a free DNS service provider. DNS Helper is
indeed an effective tool and since everything’s so basic, it doesn’t slow down the computer at all. It’s important however to note that administrator privileges are needed to change DNS settings on Windows 7 workstations. As a conclusion, DNS Helper is one of the fastest ways
to jump from the standard DNS settings to a free DNS service provider configuration. Plus, it comprises the most popular DNS services on the Internet, while also offering backup and restore utilities to make sure you’re on the safe side all the time. Rating: 5 of
5Recommendation: Provided By: Rank Trending 1.86 / 5 votes PERSONALIZATION WHAT IS PERSONALIZATION? Windows, being the world’s most used operating system, has a huge market worldwide, with millions of users. Anywhere from 90% to 95% of Windows users have
Microsoft Office, some might even have Microsoft Security Essentials, and of course, Windows Updates. These Windows Updates come in handy at times, but they can also be a pain in the ass. We all know that we could manually update our computers via Windows Update, but
sometimes that’s not an option. Also, you don’t want to reboot your computer and let it sit for weeks on end, waiting for updates to finish downloading and installing. Therefore, it is better to just update your computer and enjoy that magnificent Windows Experience. That is
where Personalization comes in. Modern Skype 6.4 is a better video-chat application that will enable you to video-chat with b7e8fdf5c8
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DNS Helper is a freeware Windows tool designed to allow you change DNS settings on the go. Besides being able to back up your very own DNS configuration, the application also comprises the default settings for the most popular DNS providers on the Internet, with dedicated
tools to enable them on the go. The minimal main window adopted a tabbed layout, so you can juggle between free DNS services and custom settings, while a restore feature makes sure you can revert to your original profile. DNS Helper supports Google DNS, OpenDNS,
Comodo DNS, DNS Advantage, Cisco Settings and ScrubIT, offering the standard settings for each of these services. The application also places an icon in the System Tray and it requires just a simple right-click to quickly switch to a free DNS service provider. DNS Helper is
indeed an effective tool and since everything’s so basic, it doesn’t slow down the computer at all. It’s important however to note that administrator privileges are needed to change DNS settings on Windows 7 workstations. As a conclusion, DNS Helper is one of the fastest ways
to jump from the standard DNS settings to a free DNS service provider configuration. Plus, it comprises the most popular DNS services on the Internet, while also offering backup and restore utilities to make sure you’re on the safe side all the time. Downloads and Screenshots:
DNS Helper Free Download . – The four-in-one RSS and Atom converter for Windows. Convert and create powerful RSS and Atom news feeds from within applications. Supports over 50 languages. Export to RSS and Atom with table of contents and sorting. No database required.
Surf as Soft – Surf as Soft is a collection of web browser favorites, sounds, skins, and themes. Its main feature, of course, is the ability to place your web browsers in any combination of predefined themes. Socialbar – Socialbar is a lightweight bar that displays social and popular
links on your desktop such as Facebook, Twitter, Google Buzz, etc. It displays a link in the system tray area of your desktop. Live Messenger Plus – Live Messenger Plus (LMP+) is Live Messenger without the annoying ads! It has a powerful spam filter and uses no resources after
you turn it off. Advanced Internet Explorer – Install all of the internet capabilities of Internet Explorer 6 but without the annoyances Ultimate DVD Magic – ‘Ultimate DVD Magic’ is a powerful DVD author

What's New In?

Nuking DNS is a malicious software designed to disable your current DNS provider and switch you to a questionable and maybe even risky DNS provider. What’s more, the malware is packed with backdoors, which let to major security vulnerabilities. Luckily, DNS Helper is
different, as it’s not a malicious program at all. Instead, it’s a freeware tool designed to enable you to change DNS settings on the go. It’s important to note that the tool doesn’t give you root access, so you can’t disable your system’s DNS provider for good. On the other hand,
it does have a reputation for security, which is probably why it’s the only option we wanted to try. Instead of nuking DNS, DNS Helper helps you switch between your DNS service provider and the default DNS settings provided by your computer’s operating system. Not only
that, the application can also help back up your DNS configurations, providing a restore feature to make sure you can always go back to the way things were. DNS Helper also comprises the most popular DNS services on the internet, and offers a tabbed interface, where you
can switch between free DNS providers and the standard options provided by your operating system. As a bonus, DNS Helper sets an icon in the Windows system tray and right-clicking it lets you easily change between free DNS providers. The tabbed interface also displays the
features and functionality available for each DNS service provider, which helps you select the one that best suits your needs. DNS Helper is a convenient tool, but remember that you can’t change your DNS settings for good using this tool, because of the way it works. Instead,
the tool lets you back up your current configuration and restore it later, using a restore feature that makes sure you can always go back to your original settings. The application is light on features, but the functions it offers make it a highly practical tool, making it one of the
fastest options we tried. DNS Helper doesn’t offer much, but when it does it does it very well, giving you the tools you need to change DNS settings on the go. It’s important to note, though, that it won’t do you much good, if you want to change the DNS settings for good
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System Requirements For DNS Helper (formerly Google DNS Helper):

Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10 with 32/64 bit Dual monitor setup recommended 2 GB of RAM (minimum) 1 GB of free HDD space (minimum) DirectX 9 compatible video card Wii U, U/K/S/X, N, U/U/K/S/X, G, L/R/XL, W/L/R/XL Nano System Requirements:
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